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Motivation
Next generation sequencing technologies open exciting
new possibilities for genome and transcriptome sequencing. While reads produced by these technologies are relatively short and error-prone compared to the Sanger
method, their throughput is several magnitudes higher.
We present a novel approach, called QPALMA, for computing accurate spliced alignments of short sequence
reads that take advantage of the read's quality information
as well as computational splice site predictions. In computational experiments we illustrate that the quality information as well as the splice site predictions [1] help to
considerably improve the alignment quality. Our algorithms were optimized and tested using artificially spliced
genomic reads produced with the Illumina Genome Analyzer for the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana.

Methods
In this work we aim to develop a method exploiting all
available information to accurately align as many as possible spliced reads to the genome. In previous work we
already proposed methods taking advantage of splice site
predictions and an intron length model (Palma [2]). We
extend this method to benefit from the read's quality
scores. The algorithm is based on extensions of the SmithWaterman algorithm using more sophisticated parametrized scoring functions. The idea is to tune the parameters of the scoring functions such that the true alignment
does not only achieve a large score, but also that all other
alignments score lower than the true alignment [3].

In a typical application scenario one needs to align millions of short reads against the genome. In this case the
direct application of the extended Smith-Waterman algorithm is not feasible. We therefore propose to combine
our method with a fast suffix-array based approach to
identify a seed for the alignment. This combined strategy
allows us to efficiently align even very large numbers of
reads (cf. Figure 1).

Results
We first studied the accuracy of aligning 30, 000 spliced
sequences using different variants of QPALMA: with and
without quality information, splice site predictions, and
intron length information. From the results given in Table
2 we can conclude that all three components help to
reduce the alignment error rate. We also tested the proposed pipeline on about 3 million short reads which contained about 10% spliced reads. The alignment took 12.5
h (on one CPU) and almost all of the reads (98.4%) were
aligned correctly. This illustrates that the approach is not
only accurate but also fast enough to be used in a next
generation mRNA sequencing project.

Conclusion
We have presented a novel approach to solve the difficult
task of aligning short reads as generated by NG sequencing techniques over exon boundaries. We were able to successfully exploit all available information sources – the
read including its quality score information, splice site
predictions, the intron length and, of course, the genome
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Figure 1 pipeline: Short reads are first aligned with vmatch to identify unspliced reads
Proposed
Proposed pipeline: Short reads are first aligned with vmatch to identify unspliced reads. Un-mapped or potentially spliced reads
are aligned again to identify reads of at least half of the read length to find seeds for QPALMA. For each seed position QPALMA
aligns the read and returns a score. The best scoring alignment is returned as the spliced alignment of the read.

–

each significantly contributing to decreasing the alignment error rate.
As future work, it would be interesting to consider the
downstream analysis of deriving the gene structure based
on these reads and to estimate its error as well. This will
be particularly interesting for predicting gene structures
with alternative transcripts.
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